
THE CONTROVERSY OF MEDICATION

History shows medicine and doctors can 'go bad' spectacularly. Some medical controversies were accidents, but many
have resulted from deliberate actions.

Corresponding author. It shocked the medical profession into accepting medical ethics and moral
responsibilities. It is not even a new story. The argument over the appropriateness of the ADHD diagnosis will
likely continue among professionals for some time to come. Little pricey pill. Some ex-addicts stay away from
any type of prescription medication once they become sober, while others will take prescription medication as
needed. Grande, and D. Increasing environmental demands for focused attention make it appear as if there is
an increase in the number of individuals with ADHD. In effect, DTCA amounts to a large and expensive
uncontrolled experiment in population health. Malibu 27 miles of Scenic Beauty is what the road sign says as
you enter This was the case with thalidomide. Critics ask how they can give informed consent when many are
illiterate and the financial reward is more important than any risk. But there is another story about prescription
drugs that should get attention. More often it focused on preventing those deemed inferior from reproducing.
The best way to ensure that an addict is not unnecessarily exposed to an addictive substance is to discuss his or
her addiction past with all medical professionals, including a dentist, that will be prescribing medication.
Many experts believe that the diagnosis is not given often enough, and that current prevalence rates actually
underestimate the true rate of ADHD in the population. In addition to providing an up-to-date review of the
science behind the medical marijuana debate, Mack and Joy also answer common questions about the legal
status of marijuana, explaining the conflict between state and federal law regarding its medical use. The death
penalty is problematic for doctors. Accessed March 11,  These experts use the term "neurodiversity" to
describe genetic brain-based variations in behavior e. The diagnostic criteria for ADHD are fairly general.
Euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide are even more controversial. Some addicts adhere to completely
removing any form of drugs, including any prescriptions medication. In the late s dentist Alfred Southwick
and doctor Julius Mount Bleyer invented the electric chair and the lethal injection respectively. Peer Reviewed
Contributors D.


